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The changing course of midstream energy: After years of volatility and poor performance,
what can midstream energy offer investors today?

BY MARD NAMAN

Midstream energy investments, whether public securities or private markets allocations, have long been sought
after by infrastructure investors, but the sector has changed in recent years. Once a reliable go-to investment for
stable cashflows and growth, the sector hit a rough patch starting in 2014, when global oil prices tanked. With
balance sheet and financing challenges between 2014 and 2018 and ongoing volatility in 2019, can midstream
energy again become a sweet spot for investors?
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As the name indicates, the midstream sector contains the middle of the oil and gas supply chain — the gathering,
transport, storage and processing functions, including assets such as pipelines, rail cars and processing plants.
This is compared to the upstream exploration sector — comprised of the drilling and production assets at well
heads — and the downstream distribution and sale processes, including refineries and local utilities.

While not immune, midstream energy is generally more protected from commodity price fluctuations and
demand than upstream or downstream assets. This is because midstream revenues are usually generated
through contracted fees or fee-like mechanisms not directly exposed to commodity pricing, explains Brian
Watson, senior portfolio manager for Invesco SteelPath. Commodity pricing may impact volumes over time, such
as lower production during weak commodity-price periods, but the change in produced volumes is typically far
less dramatic than the change in price.

Investors targeting midstream typically seek equity returns of 10 percent to 15 percent, driven by long-term
contracts, and returns have historically tended to be stable with a relatively low correlation to public equity
markets and the broader economic cycle, explains Steve Bickerton, senior managing director with Prostar Capital.

A new beginning for midstream?

In 2019, some analysts declared the four-year bear market on North American midstream energy sector over, as
many management teams corrected structural issues and the sector enjoyed high profits. The potential to
capture mid-teen returns created some positive change in investor sentiment and there was hope for increased
fund flows into the sector.

But the sector didn’t achieve the expected outcome. While midstream companies generally produced strong
profits in 2019, public equity investors stayed on the sidelines. The sector has yet to experience a significant
inflow of new capital from institutional equity investors, notes Matthew Hartman, managing director and co-head
of midstream for EIG Global Energy Partners.

“I expect the macro backdrop will remain challenging in 2020,” Hartman cautions. “I believe upstream companies
will continue to struggle raising capital, which could significantly strain credit profiles as production levels
decline.”

Recep Kendircioglu, senior managing director at John Hancock who oversees the Infrastructure Investments
group, also takes a negative short- to mid-term view of the sector. There is a shortage of capital in the upstream,
which requires more investment to keep up production levels. “Because of the direct linkage with upstream
activity, the current struggles of many producers in attracting capital will ultimately impact midstream
performance,” he says. “This is particularly true for
assets that are supply push, in lieu of demand pull.”

But others take a brighter view. Due to competitive economics and the low-risk nature of the primary U.S.
producing basins, production is set to deliver steady or growing volumes of oil, natural gas, and natural gas
liquids for the foreseeable future, according to Invesco’s Watson.  “As a result, the energy infrastructure assets that
are required to transport, store, process, and export these volumes should benefit from steady or growing
cashflows as well,” Watson believes.

The positive momentum that started in 2019 will continue in 2020, Dave Noakes, senior managing director with
Prostar Capital, believes. He expects the negative sentiment driven by the U.S.-China trade war will be reversed,
resulting in higher energy prices and a more positive global macroeconomic outlook. “We expect dividend yields
in the midstream sector
to remain at or around 2019 levels of 5 percent to 7 percent, but we expect
to see a recovery in share prices and capital appreciation across the sector,” Noakes says.



Are MLPs still a viable investment?

In a September 2019 Cohen & Steers report titled A New Era for Midstream Energy: The Case for Allocation, Tyler
Rosenlicht, head of midstream energy and master limited partnerships (MLPs) for Cohen & Steers, explains the
midstream sector is large and diverse, with more than 80 companies and a total market capitalization of $600
billion.

About 45 percent of the midstream universe by market capitalization consists of companies organized as MLPs, a
structure not taxed at the entity level that can potentially deliver high income. The rest of the market consists
mostly of U.S. and Canadian corporations that own midstream assets but do not utilize the partnership structure.

Many analysts view MLPs as riskier investments today. “Until early 2015, midstream MLPs were viewed as stable
investments and resulted in significant growth, but that is not the case today,” says Manoj Patel, managing
director and co-head of global infrastructure securities for DWS. In 2019, the Los Angeles County Employees
Retirement Association (LACERA) chose DWS to manage a portfolio in LACERA’s new liquid real asset categories
of infrastructure and natural resources, including oil and gas.

The oil collapse in 2014, combined with 2018 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) regulatory changes,
exposed flaws in the MLP structure and led to spikes in volatility, Patel explains. “Overall, MLPs may no longer
provide the risk/return profile investors became accustomed to prior to the collapse in oil prices, FERC regulatory
changes, and broader tax reform,” Patel says.

Certain MLPs are better protected than others but all have some level of commodity exposure, perhaps more
than investors initially thought, Kendircioglu says. Questionable governance actions by some MLPs and reduced
tax benefits after tax reform added to MLPs’ decline. “Yields look rich in a low-interest environment, but it might
take awhile before the investors forget the problems of MLPs and return in significant numbers,” Kendircioglu
says.

Active management is now essential

As the midstream energy space evolves, it is critical for investors to understand the diversity of asset types,
geographic positioning and entity structures. “For investors willing to do the work of researching individual
securities and comfortable with single security risk, direct investment in individual MLPs may be an attractive
option,” Patel says. He expects continued wide performance extremes, which will provide opportunities for
nimble, active managers. For example, in 2019, the top-performing MLP returned 90 percent, while the worst
performer returned –78 percent. “We expect volatility to continue for midstream energy companies over the
medium term, specifically MLPs, as they work through several challenges,” Patel says.

Compared to the broader energy complex, midstream stands out, given attractive income and defensive traits to
insulate it more from commodity volatility and economic cycles. Additionally, recent business structure
simplification for MLPs should result in lower costs of capital and increase investor appetite, Patel believes. But
not all MLPs are identical and only select business models will thrive, specifically more stable defensive models
such as pipelines and storage facilities with quality management teams focused on enhancing shareholder value,
he says.

Active management is increasingly important. “Individual security selection is critical going forward, as passive
vehicles expose investors to various risks difficult to diversify away in such a concentrated space,” Patel says. He
believes stable, risk-adjusted returns in the high single digits are achievable over the near term with good active
management.



Active managers can also weigh the tradeoffs for various corporate and capital structure decisions, such as MLP
or C-corp, presence or absence of a general partner, degree of financial leverage, payout ratio relative to a
company’s growth funding and capital return needs. “These factors and a relatively concentrated benchmark
provide a strong argument for active rather than passive management,” Patel says.

Midstream as part of a global infrastructure strategy

Beyond active management, Patel sees a changing place for midstream in investors’ portfolios. “For institutional
investors, a global infrastructure strategy may provide a more favorable risk/return profile for long-term strategic
investors, instead of a standalone midstream allocation,” he says.

The historical drawdown (measure of peak-to-trough decline) and overall volatility differences between
midstream MLPs and global infrastructure are evident: going back to 2002, the average three-year volatility for
MLPs is 17 percent, compared with 12 percent for global infrastructure. And the average drawdown since 2002 is
–12 percent for MLPs and 6 percent for global infrastructure, illustrating greater potential drawbacks to a long-
term allocation to midstream.

“We believe public exposure to midstream energy as a component of a broader global listed infrastructure
strategy is well suited for most investors,” Patel says. Listed infrastructure generates returns through a mix of
growth and income components, and offers a diverse array of established global asset types, such as toll roads,
seaports, airports, communication towers and satellites, water utilities, power transmission and distribution, and
waste.

Patel believes pure-play infrastructure is fundamentally the same concept as MLPs. For example, a company that
owns an airport asset essentially owns the “midstream” portion of the value chain (i.e., the airport is the physical
infrastructure asset), which generally provides more stable and predictable cashflows than an airline, which is
more impacted by other factors such as economic growth, consumer spending and the broader business cycle.

The global infrastructure universe is clearly more diversified than the MLP space, which solely focuses on energy
companies located in the United States, Patel adds. “Compared to global infrastructure, a strategic allocation to
MLPs may increase overall volatility, given that MLPs are generally more sensitive to commodity prices,
geopolitics and credit markets,” he advises.

He also believes it is important to consider diversifying outside of MLPs to include midstream energy C-corps in
the United States and Canada. The inclusion of C-corps does not change the underlying pipeline/asset exposure,
and offers attractive dividend yields similar to MLPs. C-corps create less complexity from a tax reporting
perspective and, importantly, increase diversification. The yield is lower for C-corps, but they provide superior
distribution coverage and growth over MLPs.

And compared to private vehicles, listed midstream infrastructure does not require significant up-front costs.
“While private midstream infrastructure exposure may make sense for select institutional investors, listed markets
provide daily liquidity, diversification across sectors and regions, access to iconic assets around the world, pricing
arbitrage opportunity, and greater transparency,” Patel says.

“We believe generally that public midstream equities represent a compelling opportunity today,” Invesco’s
Watson adds. While private equity offerings may provide attractive returns over time, midstream equity multiples
today are lower than the multiples that have recently been paid by private equity to buy individual asset
packages. “In short, why access these assets at a higher multiple through less liquid, private equity investment
vehicles when public equities at lower multiples are readily available,” Watson says.



But in Noakes’ view, the key advantage of listed markets and MLPs — liquidity — is outweighed by the
disadvantage of short-term volatility, and particularly volatility that may not be justified by the underlying
performance of the assets, but rather market sentiment or other outside factors. “On the contrary, an investment
via a private fund vehicle provides a long-term focus to investors,” Noakes says. “Whereas listed companies are
typically judged based on prevailing yield, private funds have the ability to take a long-term view and deliver
shareholder value creation over an investment’s life cycle.”

Privatization trend continues

Last year midstream equity prices retrenched to levels close to the lows of 2016, Watson points out in an Invesco
blog. Valuations have remained low while fundamentals have been generally healthy.

Private equity firms have taken advantage of the pricing dislocations between asset and equity valuations and
opportunistically acquired midstream assets and entire companies. Blackstone Infrastructure Partners, for
example, acquired Tallgrass Energy.

Private equity investment in midstream in 2019 neared $30 billion, Watson says. Some of the assets being sold
are noncore facilities that management teams are willing to sell to help fund new, higher-returning investment
opportunities or to de-lever balance sheets.  “As long as public midstream trading multiples remain depressed,
we expect such transactions to continue, though likely not at the 2019 pace,” Watson predicts.

Patel adds, “We expect further private market M&A interest in midstream as long as valuations remain at
discounted levels, especially for companies with high-quality assets and diversified tenant bases.” He notes that
Blackstone, Brookfield and Global Infrastructure Partners raised large (greater than $10 billion) funds in 2019,
while new players are taking steps to enter the market.

“We are seeing increasing demand from large endowments and pension funds, which is expected to lead to
greater deal volume, increased competition for assets, and mega-deals ability to ‘club’ together for deals that
were once unachievable,” Patel says. As a result, this could lead to higher valuations on select infrastructure
assets.

Kendircioglu says midstream’s capital-intensive nature can align well with the large amount of dry powder among
infrastructure investors. “The sector generally offers an opportunity to deploy capital at significant scale, both
upfront and often through organic growth over time, which is appealing to deep-pocketed investors with long
target hold periods,” Kendircioglu says.

While large public-to-private deals have been executed at reasonably full valuations, in Bickerton’s view,
significant opportunities exist to acquire single assets or small portfolios from listed companies looking to raise
cash. For example, last year Prostar acquired GTI Statia, a storage terminal located on a Dutch island in the
Caribbean, from NuStar Energy, an NYSE-listed MLP.

Climate change and the rise of renewables

How are climate-change concerns and the rise of renewables affecting the midstream market and investor risk?
Institutional investors are ESG-conscious, if not driven, Kendircioglu notes. Along with commodity price volatility
and underperformance on returns, some investors are exiting the space due to its perceived impact on climate
change. “This pull-back further chills the investment environment in the energy space,” he says.

EIG’s Hartman agrees. “Carbon reduction is one of the significant issues for our generation,” he says. “The oil and
gas industry has an important role in finding a solution.” Hartman expects significant growth in renewables and
other alternative energy sources, and EIG has invested more than $4 billion in the renewable sector. “However,



growth in renewables is not expected to keep up with the growth in demand, which would require increased
natural gas production to fill the gap,” Hartman says.

He notes the Energy Information Association (an agency within the U.S. Department of Energy) forecasts global
demand for oil and gas will grow significantly during the next 30 years, at which point renewables will represent
only around 10 percent of global energy supply.

While the energy market is embarking on a fundamental transition toward a more low-emissions world, Noakes
believes the long-term demand for oil and gas will remain relatively constant for the foreseeable future. This will
be primarily driven by growth and industrialization to support building modern economies and raising living
standards in countries such as China and India. Investment in new oil and gas production, and the midstream
infrastructure to deliver that product, will be essential, as global demand for energy will outpace the growth of
renewable energy for decades, leading to an ongoing demand for fossil fuels, Noakes says.

Still, a recent report by Greentech Media, Rethinking future investments in natural gas infrastructure, says cities
and utilities across the United States are starting to reject natural gas, citing climate change. San Jose, the nation’s
10th largest city, joined a string of other cities banning gas utility connections for new homes and buildings.
Cities in Massachusetts, Vermont and Washington could follow, and some utilities in California and Florida have
decided to move away from gas in favor of renewables.

Are the steep declines in the price of wind and solar power a growing risk to investing in midstream energy
infrastructure? If natural gas is a bridge from the coal era to the renewable era, have we almost reached the other
side?

“The potential for renewable forms of energy — such as solar, wind or hydrogen — to replace hydrocarbon-based
energy is both the largest and least immediate risk to energy infrastructure,” Patel says. He believes a game-
changing technological breakthrough is likely many years away, and it will then take many more years to fully
implement. Global demand for coal actually increased in 2018, reflecting the longevity of energy sources and
challenges in switching fuels.

“If the next form of energy is transported in a gaseous or liquid form, it is highly likely that existing steel pipelines
and storage facilities can be converted,” Patel says. For instance, liquid hydrogen could easily be moved by
current infrastructure.

All that said, focusing on investments with significant near-term cashflow generation, while being less reliant on
long-term terminal value, is definitely prudent, Kendircioglu believes. He generally views natural gas as necessary
from a capacity perspective in the near term, and perhaps the long term, absent technological advances. “We
haven’t seen a big pull back from residential gas distribution,” Kendircioglu says. “Accordingly, we think investors
can take long positions if the cashflows are protected via contractual or regulatory arrangements.”

Mard Naman is a freelance writer based in Santa Cruz, Calif.




